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The Amorality of Aristotle's Rhetoric 

Forbes Hill 

M OST COMMENTATORS have described Aristotle's Rhetoric 
as a morally neutral treatise; in George Kennedy's succinct 
phrase, "the art itself he [Aristotle] considered amoral."l 

A minority of commentators have maintained that the work shows 
a positive moral commitment either in part or in whole. 2 The posi
tion that parts of the treatise show this commitment was advo
cated in this journal by Eugene Ryan;3 that the whole takes a 
moral stance has recently been advanced elsewhere by Lois Self.4 

Ryan argues that Aristotle regarded the ethos of a society as the 
ultimate ethical reality from which any philosopher producing 
an ethical treatise must start. Since the works of Aristotle show 
his desire to avoid the subjectivity of "man is the measure of all 
things," he must have believed in some objective process for deter
mining the ethos of society. That process is public discourse, delib
erative and epideictic. The Rhetoric, according to Ryan, was his 
attempt to show how the ethos of society is generated through 
deliberative and ceremonial address. This attempt is reflected in 
Aristotle's treatment of deliberation in Bk. I chs. 4-8. "Three of 
these chapters," Ryan states, "with the exception of a brief tech-

1 George Kennedy, The Art of Persuasion in Greece (Princeton 1963) 123. 
2 Some of those who have written that part of it shows moral commitment are: Friedrich 

Solmsen, Die Entwicklung der aristotelischen Logik und Rhetorik (Berlin 1929) 225, 
but Solmsen does not take this position elsewhere; and Robert J. Olian, "The Intended 
Uses of Aristotle's Rhetoric," Speech Monographs 35 (1968) 137-48. Whitney J. Oates, 
Aristotle and the Problem of Value (Princeton 1963) 335, states that "ambivalence" about 
questions of value is the "most striking characteristic" of the Rhetoric. Among those taking 
the view that the whole shows moral commitment are: W. Rhys Roberts, "Notes on 
Aristotle's Rhetoric," AJP 45 (1924) 351-61 ("Aristotle's object is to show how truth and 
justice may be aided by the effective use of public speech"); Charles Sears Baldwin, Ancient 
Rhetoric and Poetic (New York 1924) 9 (rhetoric like logic "is a means of bringing out 
truth, of making people see what is true and fitting"); Henry W. Johnstone, "The Relevance 
of Rhetoric to Philosophy and of Philosophy to Rhetoric," QuartJourSpeech 52 (1966) 
43-55. W. M. A. Grimaldi, S.]., Aristotle, Rhetoric I, a Commentary (New York 1980) 
does not address the question directly, but several remarks suggest that he should be placed 
in the latter group (cf infra n.7). 

3 Eugene E. Ryan, "Aristotle's Rhetoric and Ethics and the Ethos of Society," GRBS 13 
(1972) 291-308. 

4 Lois S. Self, "Rhetoric and Phronesis: The Aristotelian Ideal," Phil. & Rhet. 12 (1979) 
130-45. 
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nical segment to be discussed later, form a substantive Aristotelian 
treatise on value." Aristotle also "develops his brief account of 
epideictic rhetoric (Bk. I ch. 9) in a serious way, and in a way that 
is strikingly parallel to his study of value in Rhet. I chs. 5-7." 

Self argues that "there is an association of persuasion and virtue 
in Aristotle's theory of rhetoric which derives from the nature of 
the art ... itself." Aristotle conceived of an art to be used by a 
rpPOVlI10r:;, a person of practical wisdom. rppovrWlr:; and rhetoric 
have much the same concerns: they work in the realm of the con
tingent and are directed toward decision-making using all the 
faculties, rational and appetitive, of human nature to the end of 
advancing the public good. rppov1]mr:; is also one of the apeTai listed 
in Bk. I ch. 9 and likewise a constituent of rhetorical ';Oor:;. It is 
therefore deeply interwoven in the fabric of Aristotelian rhetoric. 
Since it is by nature a moral quality, the Rhetoric, under its in
fluence, must take a stance that is fundamentally moral. 

Some of the passages crucial to the arguments of Ryan and Self 
are problematic when juxtaposed with these claims. Among the 
materials for deliberative speeches found in Bk. I chs. 5 -7 is the 
proposition: "if the largest member of one class exceeds the largest 
of another, the former class consists of things larger; conversely, if 
a class consists of things larger, the largest member of that class 
exceeds the largest of the other, e.g., if the biggest man is larger 
than the biggest woman, men in general exceed women in size, and 
if men exceed women in size, then the biggest man is larger than 
the biggest woman. For members of a class usually exceed those of 
another proportionally to the difference in size of their largest 
members" (1363b21-27). The generalization here enunciated is 
often in our experience true, but almost as often it is false. Could 
Aristotle have intended it as part of a substantive treatise? 

Later we encounter the proposition: "what is rarer is a greater 
good than what is abundant, e.g., gold than iron, though it is 
less useful; possessing it seems a greater good since it is harder to 
achieve." But the opposite may also be argued: "what is abundant 
is better than what is rare; it surpasses in utility, since what is fre
quently useful surpasses what is less frequently so" (1364a24-27). 
Which are we to understand is more valuable, the rarer item or the 
more abundant one? The text does not give a clue, but would it 
not necessarily do so if it were part of a work with a consistent 
moral stance throughout? 

Finally, "whatever people wish to be are greater goods than 
what they wish to seem, since they are nearer to reality. Wherefore 
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even justice is said to be of small value, because to seem just is 
more worthy of choice than to be just, which is not true of health" 
(1365b5-8). Did Aristotle really think justice something of small 
value? He does not quite claim this, but that justice is sometimes 
said to be of small value. Still, if the passage is part of a substantive 
treatise, Aristotle must somehow have been committed to the state
ments in it. That he could have been in any way committed to this 
statement about justice would seem incredible to most readers of 
Aristotle's works. Because these and other sections of the Rhetoric 
do not seem entirely consonant with the views of Ryan and Self, 
we must look carefully at the arguments they advance in their 
support. 

Ryan begins by making some exceptions to his characterization 
of chapters 5 -7 of Bk. I as substantive. In ch. 7 Aristotle reminds 
the deliberative speaker that 6WlpO/)j1eVa ... etc; ra j1ip11 ra aura 
j1ei(w cpaiverar nAeZOVWV yap vnepiXezv cpaiveraz (1365al0-l1). 
This is a basic principle of rhetorical amplification-that any event 
can be made more important by describing each of its aspects in 
turn so that it seems as great as several events. Aristotle recom
mends in addition the figures of accumulation and climax: ro 
avvrd)ivaz ... Kai ro emKo60j1eiV ... 61(i re ro aura rff 6zazpiael 
(~ yap (JI)V()eau; vnePOXr,V 6eiKVVaz nOAA1jv) Kai on apxr, cpaiveraz 
j1eyaAwv Kai ai'rlOv (1365a16-19). They are not only like ro 
bWlpia()az in that they make the subject described seem to exceed 
in number, they also make it look like a first principle and cause of 
important consequences. Making good and evil events seem more 
important than they really are is a necessary tool of rhetoric, but 
subversive of a substantive treatment of value. One can, of course, 
pluck this passage out of context and relegate it to the technical 
side of the Rhetoric, but certainly Aristotle in no way marks it off 
from the rest of his chapter. 

Turning to the passages that are claimed as substantive, let us 
examine first the definitions of ev6azj1ovia (Bk. I ch. 5). Aristotle 
uses these definitions as the apxai of deliberative speaking, the 
ultimate bases of persuasion and dissuasion. The first is eunpa~ia 
j1era aper~c; (1360b 14), "right action with virtue."s At first glance 
this definition appears to support the notion that the section is sub-

5 This translation rather than "prosperity with virtue" follows the suggestion of Edward 
Meredith Cope, The Rhetoric of Aristotle with a Commentary, rev. and ed. by John Edwin 
Sandys (Cambridge 1877) I 74, that the meaning of t:vnpac,ia here should be limited by Pol. 
1362b 12-13 to 'acting well' but not 'faring well'. Translators have not followed Cope in 
this. 
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stantively Aristotelian. In its emphasis on activity and excellence 
it is quite close to the familiar 'IIvxtjr; evipyelU Kar' apenjv of the 
Nicomachean Ethics, the principal difference being that the Ethics 
localizes activity in the 'IIvx1j, no doubt in preparation for subse
quently equating the highest kind of evbwJ.iovia with intellectual 
activity. 

The other three definitions of evJWJ.iovia, however, cannot be 
ignored. The second, avrapKelU (wtjr; (1360b15), is also compatible 
with well-known Aristotelian doctrines; one of the principal argu
ments of the Nicomachean Ethics establishing eVbalJ.iOvia as the 
end of human action proceeds from the proposition that what is 
self-sufficient is the final good (1 097b6-21). But the next two defi
nitions are quite different: they emphasize pleasure and physical 
resources. The third, (} piar; (} J.iera aarpaAeiar; fjblaror; (1360b15), 
sounds as if it might have been made by Eudoxus. To be sure, the 
addition of the notion that, for the pleasant life to be evbaiJ.iwv, it 
must be secure, makes this definition something less than an ex
pression of vulgar hedonism. It takes a certain amount of calcula
tion to determine which pleasures do not impair security. 

The fourth definition, ev(}evia KTrlJ.iarWV Kai aWJ.iarwv J.iera bvwi
J.iewr; rpvAaKTlKtjr; re Kai npaKrlKtjr; rovrwv (1360b15-17), perhaps 
best conceived as being about a "flourishing condition of proper
ties and persons,"6 could come from any number of sophists. Here 
too the qualifying phrase about being able to preserve and utilize 
these human and physical resources shows that the definition 
denotes no mere miserly piling up of wealth. Still, neither this 
definition nor its predecessor could be mistaken for Aristotelian 
formulations of eVbalJ.iOvia. They are not quite compatible with 
the notion that aper1j is the key to a successful life. 

At this point chapter 5 proceeds to a deduction of the individual 
constituents of evJalJ.iovia from the four definitions. One observes 
that all four definitions are used impartially for these deductions
e.g., somatic excellences like health, strength, and athletic ability 
must be parts of evbwJ.iovia because they make other good things 
secure and because they are necessary conditions for the maximum 
of pleasure. There is nothing to suggest that anyone of the defini
tions is preferred. 

Consideration of the chapter as a whole thus suggests that Aris-

6 Possibly, following Cope (supra n.5) 75, "a flourishing state of goods and chattels," but 
it is more in line with Aristotelian thinking to interpret Kr:tjJ1,ara as the possessions of the 
members of the household and aWJ1,ara as their personal excellences like health, strength, 
and virtue, as is implied by the translation of Rhys Roberts (Oxford 1924). 
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tode is setting down positions representative of several philosophi
cal schools of his time. There is a rational hedonist position, and a 
rational materialist one, a position like that of the sophist Hippias 
with its demand for self-sufficiency of life, and his own position 
that successful living is impossible without moral excellence. He 
seems to say, "Let us, for the purposes of rhetoric, grant an equal 
degree of probability to all these positions. Then they will serve 
as a foundation for our catalogue of the undisputed elements of 
happiness."7 These elements are, of course, intended as the proxi
mate ends to which deliberators will look when choosing their 
arguments. 

Ryan also cites Bk. I ch. 9 as substantive rather than technical. 
The subject is U) KaA,OV and TO alaxpov, the ends of the ceremonial 
kind of speaking (TO yivo~ bru5elKTlKOV); in this context they are 
virtually equated with apeuj and KaKla. Here again Ryan finds it 
necessary to except a whole passage of the chapter because it ob
viously cannot be part of a substantive treatment of value. This 
passage recommends that the ceremonial speaker in his praising 
and blaming should treat qualities that resemble those of his sub
ject as identical with the ones actually possessed by that person
e.g., the cautious person should be called cold and calculating, the 
simple-minded a good person, the phlegmatic gentle, the one given 
to quick rage straight-forward, etc. (1367a32-bl). Indeed, Ryan 
holds that "this technical point of view alternates with the sub
stantive up to the end of the chapter." So it does, for Aristotle next 
tells us that all those having excesses can be described as having 
the appropriate virtue-e.g., the rash are to be eulogized as brave. 
This will be effective, he says, because people are prone to accept a 
false argument a fortiori: if a man endangers himself when there is 
no necessity, much more will he be likely to do so for an honorable 
cause (1367bl-6). He goes on to give a number of suggestions for 
amplification of the virtues that the orator claims are possessed by 
his subject, since of all general notions that generate arguments, 
amplification is the most useful for ceremonial speakers (1368a26-
27). This passage, where admittedly the "technical point of view 
alternates with the substantive," constitutes nearly half the chapter. 
But let us examine the remainder. 

7 Cf, Baldwin (supra n.2) 16, "the student of deliberative oratory needs such a survey of 
philosophy as will acquaint him with current ideas concerning happiness .... " The opposite 
position is taken by Grimaldi (supra n.2) 123: Some commentators "imply (or state) that 
the definitions really are expedient methods to achieve an end proposed-namely success in 
deliberative rhetoric-and not analyses of TO dya06v. This is incorrect. In their substance 
the definitions and the instances drawn from them are correct .... " 
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The chapter starts with two definitions of ro KaAOV: 0 av Jl' who 
alperov OV brazverov Ij, or 0 av dyaOov OV ~Jv y, on dyaOov (1366a 
33-35). As the chapter proceeds, however, to the various lines of 
argument about ro KaAov, it becomes clear that what is important 
is the unselfish motive (see especially 1366b34-1367a5). The mo
tive makes a good act praiseworthy, and is also what makes one 
take pleasure in doing it for its intrinsic goodness. These, no doubt, 
are Aristotle's own conceptions of the noble, though they are also 
popular conceptions. From the definitions it is deduced that dper~ 
must always be KaAov, because it is good (which, of course, implies 
being chosen for itself) and also praiseworthy. Nevertheless, dper~ 
is defined differently: it is a JuVa/-lls noplarzK~ dyaOwv Kai cpvAaK
nK~ and a JuVa/-lls evepyenK~ nOAAWV Kai /-leyaAwv, Kai navrwv nepi 
navra (1366a36-bl). These definitions stress that other goods 
result from dper~; like the Protestant ethic it is a condition for 
productivity, and also operates to preserve what has been pro
duced. The connection of dper~ with moral choice (npoaipealr;) 
is not made until later in the chapter and then only in the context 
of recommending that accidental actions should be represented 
for the purpose of praising someone as the result of choice (1367b 
21-26). 

Ryan asserts that all this "is substantive Aristotelian doctrine, 
which though described in a different way from that found in the 
other Aristotelian treatises, does not conflict with what is found in 
them." He then notes that the leading nineteenth century English 
commentator, E. M. Cope, disagrees on the basis of the definition 
of dper~ found in the Nicomachean Ethics Bk. II ch. 6.8 Indeed 
Cope does, and for what would seem to be the best reasons, for 
dper~ is defined there as a e~lr; npoazpenK~, tv /-leaor'ln ovaa rij 
npor; ~/-liis, wpza f-llivIJ AOYCP Kai wr; av 0 CPPOVI/-lOs opiaelev (11 06b 
36-07a2). There are four highly significant elements here: first 
dper~ is a e~ls not a JuVa/-lls, second it is a fixed disposition to 
make certain npoazpiae1s, third it is a mean-seeking disposition, 
and finally it is determined on the principle that the mean relative 
to us is where the CPPOVI/-lOr; would define it. Some of these ele
ments are implied by other passages in the Rhetoric, e.g., the con
nection with npoaipealr; (1367b21-26) and the prudent-man rule 
(1363a16-17 and 1364bll-16), but none of the four enters into 
either of the definitions of dper~ given at the beginning of ch. 9. 

8 Cope (supra n.5) 159. 
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In view of this contrast, we must conclude that the definitions in 
the Rhetoric do not represent substantive Aristotelian doctrine. 

Seven of the eight dperai listed in ch. 9 are among those occur
ring in the Ethics. But in ch. 9 they are rationalized on the grounds 
that they produce so many benefits. On this basis b,KalOalJVl1 and 
dvbpeia are the most honored among the virtues, because the latter 
is the most useful to others in war while the former is useful in war 
and peace (1366b5-7). This would be an unusual point of view 
for Aristotle to take, if it were accepted as his real opinion. How
ever, the even more important difference between the doctrine 
found here and that of the ethical treatises is that none of the dperai 
is treated as a mean-seeking disposition. 

Thus among the propositions for proving someone KaA6~ are 
these: it is noble to get vengeance on one's enemies rather than 
settling with them, for to give back equal to what one has received 
is just, and it is also part of being a brave person not to be van
quished. Indeed victory and honor are among noble things, for 
they are worthy of choice even when fruitless, and they also show 
surpassing virtue (1367a19-23). These propositions are fine ex
amples of the qJlAoTlj.1ia which has sometimes been remarked as a 
leading characteristic of Greek culture, and perhaps they are the 
inevitable precepts of popular morality as Cooper says.9 They 
are not, however, bases for an intellectual perspective on moral 
choices, and while the position of these passages is somewhat like 
that of Aristotle's treatment of the citizen's courage (Eth.Nic. 
Bk. III ch. 7), elsewhere such propositions are not treated as repre
senting the highest type of virtue. They do not square well enough 
with Aristotle's doctrines to form part of a substantive Aristotelian 
treatise on value. 

The positive proofs for Self's notion that qJp6vl1(j[~ is deeply 
woven into Aristotelian rhetoric seem slight. That a person can be 
praised for his practical wisdom does not make this virtue funda
mental to the art of rhetoric any more than the fact that a person 
can be praised for dvt5peia makes that virtue fundamental to the 
art. A similar argument applies to qJp6vl1az~ as a constituent of 
1j()o~. Aristotle advises the orator to create a public image of being 
qJp6Vlj.10~ because out of the three possible reasons for speaking or 
advising erroneously in any situation, foremost is c51' arppo(Jvv'lV 

9 Lane Cooper, The Rhetoric of Aristotle, an Expanded Translation (New York 1932) 
49. 
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OUK opOox; bo~a'ovo"lv (1378a10). Most speakers have taken the 
advice to heart, claiming, by and large, that they are the opposite 
of acppwv; they 'have given the situation thoughtful consideration' 
or 'reflected for a long time on the matter'. For an orator not 
to make such claims would be a failure to use the available means 
of persuasion. This should not imply that such claims are in every 
respect true; much less does anything Aristotle says in this con
nection imply that because speakers must claim to be cppOVlj.1Ol, 
CPPOV'lo"lC; is basic to the art of rhetoric itself. 

That both rhetoric and CPPov'lO"lc; have as their end decision
making about contingent matters and involve rational as well 
as appetitive faculties also does not establish Self's conclusion. 
CPPOV'lO"lC; is a fixed intellectual disposition to choose wisely about 
contingent matters; rhetoric is a collection of methods and mate
rials for arguing exhaustively about such matters. The former by 
definition looks at the subject-matter from a moral viewpoint, the 
latter from a methodological one. They are not the same. 

I do not mean to deny that the treatise on rhetoric was probably 
intended for use by cppOVlj.101. It was clearly designed for a spe
cial audience: references to Aristotle's treatises on ethics and the 
Politics are common, and there are a few references to the Physics. 
The treatment of common topics and topics of enthymemes (Bk. II 
chs. 19 and 23-24) are more intelligible if one has read the Topics, 
and the various dicta about the enthymeme are unintelligible with
out knowledge of the Prior Analytics. It seems that the Rhetoric 
was designed as a handbook for the philosophically trained stu
dent, perhaps the graduate of the Lyceum who had to make his 
appearance in the ecclesia or law courts. He would need to relate 
his philosophical training to techniques of popular argumentation, 
and some directions for doing this are what Aristotle intended to 
give. He designed the book for the intellectual descendants of 
Pericles, not of Cleon. It is no doubt true that Aristotle expected 
the graduates of the Lyceum to be superior to others at making 
ethical decisions, in short to be ({JpOVlj.101. Hence, if the Rhetoric 
was designed for their use, it was designed for cppOVlj.101. All of 
which is not at all the same as saying that the art itself embodies or 
is coterminous with the intellectual virtue, cppOV'lo"lC;. 

In a number of passages, in fact, Aristotle seems to take the 
position that the art of rhetoric occupies a morally neutral posi
tion. It is the counterpart of dialectic (Bk. I ch. 1), so that if the 
Rhetoric contains a substantive treatment of value or is informed 
throughout by the moral virtue CPPov'lO"lC;, the same should be true 
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of Aristotle's treatise on that subject. No one has to my knowledge 
made that claim about the Topics, a claim which would be in
compatible with the definition of dialectic as a method by which 
we can reason from €V(50~a about any problem with which we are 
presented (Top. Bk. I ch. 1 100a18-19). If one reasons from re
ceived opinions about any and all subjects, his method cannot be 
morally bound, and the same is true if dialectic impartially investi
gates the first principles of all methods to find the way into any 
subject (Top. Bk. I ch. 2 101b4). Like dialectic, rhetoric is OVOBj.11ac; 
brzarr,j.111C; arpwplaj.1£Vl1C;, not bounded by any specialized subject
area (Bk. I ch. 1 1354a3, also 1355b8), as are medicine and ge
ometry, but it is able to observe whatever is persuasive about any 
given subject (l355b32-34). Such statements imply that the two 
arts are alike in lacking substantive content, moral or otherwise. 
Indeed, both are OVVG.j.1B1C; rov nopiaal AOYovC; (1356a33-34), which 
is better rendered by a modern metaphor, "capacities for gen
erating arguments," than by the more traditional "faculties for 
providing arguments." 

A characteristic of these OVVG.j.1B1C; is that they provide arguments 
to opposing conclusions: rwv j.1ev oU-v aAAon rexvwv oV&j.1ia ra
vania aVAAoyi(Bral, ~ oe ozaAeK!lK~ Kai ~ PlJrOP1Kr, !lOVal rovro 
nolOvazv (1355a33-35). This characteristic is consonant with the 
statement that rhetoric is useful because it requires the rhetorician 
to examine the arguments that lead to contrary conclusions about 
a question without premature commitment, fva !l~ Aav(}G.vlj nwc; 
eXB1, Kai onwc; aAAOV Xpwj.1ivov j.1r, olKaiwc; rOIC; AOY01C; avroi AVB1V 
€XWj.1BV (1355 a31-33). Aristotle wants the philosophically trained 
speaker to become habituated to canvassing the disposition of 
every aspect of his subject, and, when some opponent uses the 
available arguments unjustly, to have at hand the materials to 
refute him. Rhetoric is a capacity to generate for our scrutiny all 
the arguments inherent in a subject, whether specious or not. As a 
capacity, it therefore must be morally neutra1. 10 

To be sure, Aristotle remarks in this context 013 &i ra rpavAa 
neiBBzv, an injunction on the rhetorician not to use in practice argu
ments that he knows to be of an immoral tendency. This seems at 
first glance to imply a moral stance. But coming as it does just after 

10 C( Edward Meredith Cope, An Introduction to Aristotle's Rhetoric (New York 1867) 
9: "It resembles dialectics also in being indifferent to the truth of its conclusions, so far as it 
is considered as an art, and the speaker as an artist: both of them argue indifferently on 
either side of a question and may prove affirmative or negative according as either of these 
happen to suit the reasoner's immediate purpose." 
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the statement that we must not let any aspect of the subject escape 
us, it can be taken to mean that only after the art of rhetoric has 
presented him with all the arguments can a person judge that some 
of them lead to ends that are rpavAa. This same art supplies what 
is highly probable and what is merely plausible: rqr; aurqr; ro re 
nz(}avov Kai ro rpUZVOlleVOV i&iv m(}avov, wanep Kai eni rqr; bzaAeK
rlKqr; aVAAoYlallov re Kai rpUZVOlleVOV aVAAoYlallov (1355b15-17). 
This last dictum comes close to being an explicit avowal of the 
moral neutrality of the art, and its immediate sequel seems to me 
decisive: Aristotle gives the reason why rhetoric and dialectic en
compass both proof and apparent proof-~ yap aorplarlKr, OUK ev 
uj bvvallel aAA' ev nj npouzpeaei (1355b17-18), sophistry is not 
inherent in the capacity itself but in the moral choice (presumably 
the choice made by the speaker). 

A minor difference between rhetoric and dialectic is then noted, 
nAr,v evrav(}a Ilev earuz 0 Ilev Kara rr,v emanlllYJv 0 be Kara rr,v 
npoaipealV p~rwp, eKei be aorplarr,r; lleV Kara rr,v npoaipealv, bza
AeKTlKOr; be ou Kara rr,v npoaipealV aAAa Kara rr,v bvvalllV (1355b 
18-21): except here (in the case of rhetoric) a person according to 
either his moral purpose or the discipline will be a rhetorician, but 
there (in the case of dialectic) according to his moral purpose he 
will be a sophist, according to the capacity a rhetorician. ll Self 
apparently interprets this passage to mean that dialectic has no 
moral stance since there is a separate word to characterize the 
capacity and the moral purpose of the person who uses it, but 
rhetoric has one since there is no separate word for the art and the 
moral purpose. The text will not bear this interpretation. It plainly 
starts from the position that rhetoric and dialectic are basically 
alike in that they look at both real and apparent proof. It proceeds 
to the proposition that any sophistry connected with apparent 
proofs is really in the intention of the user. The only difference 
between the arts lies in the minor exception set off by nA~v, namely, 

11 In this passage bvvajw; and i:marrjjll'/ seem to be used interchangeably to refer to the 
rixvl'/ ptfTOPIKrj and the riXVtf bWAeKTlKrj. Cope (supra n.lO) 13-14 distinguishes between 
rixvl'/ and bVVajll~ only in that the one views the subject as a body of principles and ex
amples, the other is seen from the vantage point of the individual practitioner applying the 
art to a case of a particular type. But, he goes on to say, rixvl'/ too may be regarded subjec
tively as a U,l; or fixed disposition to think about cases in a certain way. Aristotle often uses 
riXVtf with this signification, "which brings it very nearly into coincidence with the other 
term, bvVajll~, by which he designates it [the study of rhetoric]." Cope draws a subtle 
distinction, and something simpler could be said: bVVajll~ and rixvl'/ are always used inter
changeably in the Rhetoric. What is slightly unusual in 1355b18-20 is the use ofbrlarrjjll'/, 
evidently in a non-technical sense. 
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that for dialectic there is a special word for someone who uses it to 
a bad end. 

Careful examination of Bk. I of the Rhetoric appears to pre
clude our viewing it as a morally committed treatise. Furthermore, 
the notion that Aristotle intended to write a treatise on the de
velopment of moral values in society is erroneous in a more funda
l11ental way. It is based Oll" a l11isapprehension of the context out of 

which Aristotle's Rhetoric developed. That context was the battle 
between Plato and the sophists. Much of what was in dispute 
revolved around rhetoric and its relation to moral truth and moral 
education. A leading moment in the battle is marked by a dialogue 
named for a famous sophist, the Gorgias. The introductory chap
ters of A~istotle's Rhetoric, as has often been remarked, are en
tirely framed by the positions staked out by the participants in 
that dialogue. 12 For example, Socrates denied that rhetoric is a 
rixvr;, maintaining the analogy of rhetoricians to pastry cooks, 
since rhetoric is a kind of sycophancy like that practiced on sweet
toothed children by the makers of sweets. It is the avriarporpov 
olf/onoliae; £v If/Vxlj, we; barvo £v awparl (Grg. 465D8). Solmsen has 
pointed out that the first line of the Rhetoric, 'H pr;roplKr, £arlv 
avriarporpoe; rlj e>wAeKTlKIj (1354a1), directly refutes this charge as 
surely as if Aristotle had written, 'No, it is not the counterpart of 
pastry-making, it is the counterpart of dialectic'. 13 

Another example of how the dialogue provides the frame for 
Rhetoric I.1-3 has to do with the question of the subject-matter 
of rhetoric. Gorgias stated that it is nepi Aoyove; (449E1). Socrates 
would not accept this answer; rhetoric, he insisted, is not con
cerned with statements or arguments about just anything, for 
example, about medicine or gymnastics, otherwise rhetoricians 
would be doctors and trainers in another guise. He forced Gorgias 
to define a subject-matter for rhetoric. At first, Gorgias evaded the 
question, calling its subject ra piYlara rwv av{}pwneiwv npayparwv 
Kai apzara (451D7-8). Even after he agreed to the famous nel{}OVe; 
c>r;piovpyoe; (454A2-3), there remained the question, persuasion 

12 See Hugo Santaine Anton, "Ueber die Rhetorik bei Aristoteles in ihrem Verhaltnis zu 
Platons Gorgias," Museum fur Philologie N.F. 14 (1859) 570-98; Karl Barwick, "Die 
Gliederung der Rhetorischen rexvl7 und die Horazische Epistula ad Pisones," Hermes 
57 (1922) 1-62; Grimaldi (supra n.2) in notes on Ch. 1-2, 1-77; A. Hellwig, Unter
suchungen zur Theorie der Rhetorik bei Platon und Aristoteles (Hypomnemata 38: 1973); 
Forbes Hill, "The Rhetoric of Aristotle," in James J. Murphy, ed., A Synoptic History of 
Classical Rhetoric (New York 1972) 19-76; and Solmsen (supra n.2) 196-229. 

13 Solmsen (supra n.2) 210. 
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about what? At length Gorgias answered nepi rovrwv Ii ean biKaui 
re Kai ablKa (454B7). The second sentence of Aristotle's treatise 
takes direct aim at this answer. Like dialectic, rhetoric is con
cerned with everything that is oubeJluie; emarr,JlI1e; acpwplaJleVI1e; 
(1354a3). This point is repeated in the summary at the end of 
ch. 1: OUK eanv ovre evoe; nvoe; yevove; acpwpuJ Jlevov t7 PI1'WPIKr" 
aAAu Ka()anep t7 bWAeKnKr, (1355b8-9). 

Other arts and sciences instruct and persuade about their indi
vidual subjects, e.g., medicine about illnesses (even the example 
used in the Gorgias is cited), but rhetoric nepi rou bo(Jevroe; we; 
eineiv bOKei bvvaa(Jw (Jewpeiv ro m(Javov. blO Kai cpaJlev aVr~v ou 
nepi n yevoe; i'blOv acpwpuJJlevov eXe1v ro rexvlKov (1355b32-34). 
This too is in direct answer to the Platonic question, What is the 
subject-matter of rhetoric? It is a study that "seems able to dis
cover the persuasive factors concerning whatever subject is given. 
Wherefore we say that with respect to its character as an art, it 
does not concern any particular defined class of subjects." This 
answer is the opposite of the one Socrates extracted from Gorgias. 

Chapter 1, also in answer to the Gorgias, upholds the status of 
rhetoric as a rexvl1. Everyone uses rhetoric: some speakers do it 
on the basis of trial and error, others by habit based on a concep
tion of sound method. Whichever way they do it, they are success
ful only sometimes, and it is possible to seek the reason for their 
success; everyone would agree that this is the function of an art 
(1354a4-11). 

The Gorgias labored the point that rhetoric is useless or, para
doxically, useful only to accuse oneself so that he may suffer cor
rective punishment for his crimes (480A-O). As one might expect, 
Aristotle takes up that charge and lays down four legitimate uses 
for rhetoric: (1) to support truth and justice when they might lose 
because of an advocate's lack of skill, (2) to convince people who 
cannot bear instruction in one of the specialized fields, (3) to en
sure that none of the arguments belonging within any subject 
escapes one's notice, and (4) to defend oneself when wrongly 
charged (1355a20-b2). This passage is parallel to one at the be
ginning of the Topics (101a25-b4) that gives three similar uses for 
dialectic, with the third subdivided so as to make in effect four. 

These and other points of contact between the Gorgias and the 
early chapters of Aristotle's Rhetoric have been known for some 
time; they have recently been reexamined by Hellwig. I would 
argue further that the chapters grew entirely within the framework 
established by the Gorgias. This is important because the Gorgias 
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is crucial to the question of whether or not Aristotle took the posi
tion that rhetoric as an art is founded on moral commitment. If 
rhetoric is about what is just and unjust, Socrates asked the aging 
sophist, does the teacher of rhetoric instruct his pupil about these 
things or not? If the pupil does not know them, answered Gorgias. 
Socrates pressed on: if he has learned what is just and unjust, 
either formerly or more recently from you, will he not act justly? 
Is not, then, an unjust rhetorician impossible? At this point in the 
dialogue,. Gorgias is represented as agreeing to the famous Socratic 
doctrine that to know justice and injustice entails acting justly 
(4S9E-460c). 

Earlier, however, he had taken a different tack: he compared 
rhetoric to boxing, wrestling, and jousting in armor. If someone 
having learned the martial arts went about harming parents, neigh
bors, and friends, we would not hold the teacher of the art morally 
responsible, we would blame the one who has learned for his mis
use of the art (4S6c7-4S7c3). Which does Gorgias believe, that 
the teacher of rhetoric should be as exempt from moral responsi
bility for the actions of his pupil as the teacher of wrestling or as 
responsible as the teacher of ethics? 

In general, sophists from Protagoras to Quintilian and the rheto
ricians of the second sophistic have given the latter answer to that 
question. They have claimed that along with rhetoric they were 
teachers of morality.14 Protagoras, in the dialogue bearing his 
name, unabashedly claimed to teach the nOAITlK~ aperlj, but Gor
gias has every reason to fear giving that answer, considering what 
Socrates is likely to ask next-something like, "What is aperlj?" 
and "How do you know that what you are teaching really is 
aperlj?" He was known for his epistemological scepticism, and 
Plato no doubt intended to depict him accurately by having him 
resist putting forward the usual sophistic claims until Socrates 
pressed him hard. 

On the other hand, Gorgias was unable to give the former an
swer for an important reason. He believed that rhetoric is the art 
of arts, or, as it would later be called, the queen of the arts. From 
this perspective the analogy to boxing or even military science is 
demeaning. Such studies as these obviously occupy a subordinate 
position in the educational system, and the analogy implies that 
rhetoric too is a kind of tool to be governed in its use by more 

14 My argument at this point follows the general lines of Friedrich Solmsen's well
known article, "The Aristotelian Tradition in Ancient Rhetoric," AJP 62 (1941) 35-50 and 
169-90. 
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important disciplines. That is a position for rhetoric that neither 
the historical Gorgias nor the character in the dialogue could ac
cept. Gorgias found this dilemma insoluble and so retired from the 
dialogue thoroughly embarassed. 

Aristotle firmly grasps the first horn of the dilemma. Since rheto
ric has no subject-matter of its own and provides arguments in
differently on either side of a given question, it is a methodological 
tool of other arts. Though it theoretically may serve any of the 
arts or sciences, it is most often the tool of politics, with which 
some sophists have perniciously confounded it (1356a28-30). 
Politics most assuredly does have moral commitment: Aristotle's 
treatise on the subject, though perhaps dialectical in parts, sets 
forth a host of substantive propositions of value to which he clearly 
is committed. 

Aristotle could easily accept a subordinate status for rhetoric as 
Gorgias could not. He assigned it a proper position in the whole 
circle of studies pursued at the Lyceum. It was not necessary for 
a student there to carryon ethical investigations in relation to 
the course of lectures on rhetoric, for there were other courses 
where this could be done. Most of the sophists, on the other hand, 
had developed something very like a curriculum centered around 
rhetoric-in some cases virtually restricted to rhetoric. If rhetoric 
were assigned a subordinate status, in effect the importance of 
their popular schools would be much reduced and their viability 
perhaps threatened. The difference between sophistic and Aristo
telian conceptions is illustrated in the contrast between his work 
and that of the greatest representative of the sophistic tradition, 
Quintilian. Quintilian wrote a book on the complete education of 
the orator; Aristotle wrote on rhetorical method as a tool of studies 
like ethics and politics. The conception of the one is grandiose, of 
the other limited. 

Ryan and Self interpret Aristotle as if his primary interest were 
in a sociology of values, or, perhaps, a sociology of rhetoric. Ob
viously whenever a speaker reiterates the value propositions es
poused by the active members of his society, he tends to reinforce 
them. Such reinforcement also takes place when the auditors are 
dikasts and the speech forensic, or when the speeches are delibera
tive or ceremonial. It is not essentially different when the speaker 
or pamphleteer invokes the bravery of those who fought at Mara
thon or when he calls up the memory of those who wintered at 
Valley Forge. Yet in all the Rhetoric there is hardly any explicit 
mention of reinforcement of values. The evJo~a are treated as 
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propositions that one reasons from in reaching conclusions about 
various kinds of policies or cases. Aristotle surely knew that rein
forcement of values takes place. Surely he omits mention of the 
phenomenon because his focus is elsewhere. This examination of 
how the Rhetoric grew out of the concerns of the Gorgias shows 
him seeking to find a legitimate place for the art within his philo
sophical system and the curriculum of his school. He found rheto
ric a place by interpreting it as an extensive inventory of materials 
and methods for arguing. He related it closely to his logical works, 
later collectively to be called the opyavov or tool. Such a focus 
did not lead him to deal much with questions about sociology of 
values. 

Behind the view that Aristotle intended the Rhetoric as a treatise 
with moral content lies the assumption that if it were not so, the 
work would lack seriousness; it would be somehow superficial or 
even frivolous. Ryan claims that establishing the Rhetoric as "a 
work of a different sort from what it has been thought to be" is the 
most important consequence of his article. Aristotle, however, did 
not believe that a treatise had to have substantive moral content 
to be taken seriously. Plato did; the Gorgias makes it clear that 
where there is no subject-matter and moral commitment, there 
can be no rexv1j. If I understand it correctly, that is likewise the 
position of the Phaedrus. That assumption Aristotle intended to 
reject. Several of his most important works are studies of method 
divorced from substantive content except for some propositions 
used for illustrative purposes. The Prior Analytics is the most 
obvious example, but the Categories could be cited, and, most 
assuredly, that counterpart of the Rhetoric, the Topics. Nothing 
about these works gives any indication that Aristotle failed to take 
them seriously. In the same way he obviously took the Rhetoric 
seriously. Ryan is right to reject descriptions that make it confused 
or superficial or merely practical. Such descriptions in no way do 
justice to Aristotle's work. But when we insist that the Rhetoric be 
given its proper place and importance, we must proceed from 
arguments that Aristotle himself might have used-arguments that 
accurately interpret his intentions to our age. 
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